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AIR. POLIO 'VACCINE IS SAID
Communists
Die In (rash
Of Big Plane

Veteran May Be
Recommitted

Windows Are
Broken In
Demonstration

POPULATION

8,000

SUCCESSFUL
Brilliant Victory Achieved
Over Crippling Poliomyelitis

FRANKFORT. Ind., I
— A
partially disabled World War 11
veteran faced recommitment to a
mental hospital today following
his conviction on charges of leading
police on a 115-mile per hour
By DELOS SMITH
this, the 10th anniversary of the
United Peeni Science Editor
SINGAPORE. Apl. 12 alt —The chase that endangered the lives of
I death of former President Franklin
Violeace flared this rr.orrang in
Air India Constellation Kashmir some 25 motorists.
D. Roosevelt, -himself a victlm
ANN ARBOR. MICH. 4r, —The
Jack Carroll. 37. Cynthia% Ky.. grent of the loiel office of the
Princess, on charter to the Chinof the disease, Tie late president
Salk anti-polio vaccine today was
Southern
was
Bell
found
Telephon
guilty
eee Communist government. crashe
Monday and senwas the founder of the "March of
and
pronounced safe and effecive.
tenced to 60 days in jail. The Telegraph Company as unidentied in flames in the South
Dimes" which financed the foundChina
fied
persons
sentence
was suspended, however,
broke out windows
Sea with 18 persona aboard. ReThe long - awaited results, hailed ation for infantile paralysis 10
in condition that Carroll be rec- in the building.
Bricks
ports frocn the scene today
were
immediately by the American Med- million dollar campaign to develnpe
said mitted
thrown
to the Veterans Mental
with. such force that the
there were at leran three surviical Assoaiation as "one Of the the vaccine.
gash in one window was comHospital. Lexington. Ky,
From the human standpoint, It
vors.
greatest events in the history of
The defendant's brother. Musser, pletely broken out.
medicine, showed the vaccine was was dramatic that only one of • the
Fishing boats which put out a county judge at Cynthiana who
460,000 children who received the
80 to 90 per cent effective.
City" police were called to the
from the Natuna Islands midway testified at the trial, said he exvaccine died of the disease.
"The vaccine works."
scene
at
one
time
to allow a combetween Singapore anal Borrioe pected the commitment to be carThis one death, however eetsid
Those were the first -worth anpany
truck
to enter the company's
said they had Mural three persons ried out today.
ra.uncing the results of a thoroughly not be said to have occurred
grounds,
however- pickets defied
alive ,n the debris bobbing on the
It was disclosed during the trial
scientific evaluatioo of last pring's despite the vaccination. The child
the law Brown aaid and prevented
ocean some 250 miles northeaist that Carroll had 'been struck
mass testing among more than came two days after the second
by the truck
from enterug.
• of Singapore.
an Army tank during maneuvers
injectinsr-sand after , the child's
1,800.000 children.
But a cryptic message radioed in the Hawaiian Islands in 1944.
Among the 460.0n0 children who termil4 had been removed, and
011ie Brown
manager of the
from the fishing boat Taype. first In 1948. he underwent an operation
actually received th,• vaccine. only polio already was prevaent in the
local office said that a crowd of
to reach the 11011041, indicated- there at the Leatingtori HassMaal for
one died. This child - succumbed area;
re- about 300 gathered from 5:30 to
moval
could have been Ex survivors
of damaged portions of the 6:30 a.
A POPtilP-11 abstract of -the .113.after a tonsillectomy which was
m. in front af the building
areng the crew Authorities; were basal section of his brain.
performed two days after he .re- nage report was prepared by I.
on North Sixth street.
Two physicians. Drs. Earl Apawaiting more details.
ceived the second in the setae; of Robert Korns. Francis' deputy dirplegate and John W Beardeley of
ector of the vaccine evaluation e
Only .a skeleton crew was on
three anti-polio shots. .
(tommunist Officials Aboard
Frankfort. testified the operation hand this morning as relief teleDr. Thomas Francis Jr.. professor ;Vagrant.
The U S Navy In Manila in- left Carroll partly
Francis' report CM the vaccine
paralyzed and phone operators were told to stay
of immunolagy of. the University
terrepted a radio message which made hirn 'neatly
emitionally upset, away until- the large mob in front
of Michigan, who directed the study perfeeted by Dr. Jonas Salk marked
said
three
survivors
re:tweed nervous. and resulted in a lack or of the oft.ce had d.ssipated.
of the remits made his momentous a brilliart vtefory in mankind's
medical attention and that " they absence of comprehension
at times'
113-page re-port a t
MIP.' Brown said the company
specialty long battle agalner diseases.
were being treated .at the vilfage They said he was not
-In
physically had rererved a number of
incoked scientific meeting.
sfatisreal larigrage.
calls
of Genterig on Sedenau Island
fa to drive
Simultaneously. Dr
calling those at
Jonas E. the historic trial of the vaccine and
the
conic. -v
Salk, creator of the vaccine, re- its subsequent analysia was revealnicabre' and ''s-o-b." The s
The big American -built luxury
vested at the meeting that 13 ed.- the medical abstract read.
did not identify themselves.
?lane. enroute from Hong Kong
million more children than had -There can be ro _doubt now that
to Djakerta. wa.s Carrying eight
He said that One unidentified
S.•
•01...
been anticipated will be able to children can be inoculated- success_
Chinese Conununist officials as
miller called this morning and
•111
116
receive the anti-polio vaccine before fully against pato. There ein be
vanguard of the huge ,Peiping
.
0-0•••
said that the occupants -of the
•
•••
•4.-_•••••
humanity can pun
this year's, polio season-begins.
.
delegation to the Bandeau( Afribuilding were being given "ten
• •11,•00
4110
Salk Feld has latest experinients no daubt-bythat
can -Alien conies ence whkIrtiateltof
At 8 aleteines meeting of Marray mingles to get •otstan
n.
sa en41 50 4411 OW411
itself" citu
tsldore,- n 4x)
fro
un.
t7r:t.has
siniaCred that at leggstoweeiteannailner.a
Ps
next ,A eck
aa bta
Mr. Brown said that he would
Training School F. H. A., Wilma
'
4••le•
could pass between the second dious invasion of ultra-esac 'Mt
•
••
•
•
•
•
Also aboard was a representa- Boyd and Francis
•
irtaiy
...•••
is
•.;
the
• ••
bpildrna until the Aloof'
•
•
Perry were
ain •
•
/ince
third
"shinea the vaccine dila
.
"'
tive ,,from Communist Viet Minh named by a
•41_
epeeist committee as was broken 'down and he was
-•
:_isr. •
to produce maximum and most
•
•
•
•
••••
ip North Indochina, two Euro- the candidates for
is
•
One Polio Dealh
•
•
"
"
"*No
District officers' dragged out.
•
leafing
•
effects. That means enough
•
•0•
•
,
0
,
.
4
pean journaluis and a crew of The annual spring
.111 agf
There waif only one death frtm
Cornpeny officials are aepanted
.• t
meeting nal)
vaccine will be available to raise
aevein Indians headed by .Air be at Lone
pelt, among the children who were
•lid
,
- 0-0•
Oak High School on On the way to . Murray
titan
•O.
from 39 to 52 million the number
w 2111•e
India's top pilot. Capt.
vaccinated last "spring. That child
D. K. April 23 All F H A. girls are Pedurati to attempt to. reach a
•,.- 40
of children who can be protected
•
•
mi
•
•
Jotha.
riled after a torn:nee -any was perinvited to attend. The theme of solution to Ihe current strife. ft
4.0 ill•• •••
this summer
The terse message from the the meeting will be "Year
fi
two d .ya .ft r r recev:rat
Osill
-Round is riot kixiwn.wlhether they will
•
They would receive two shots
•
•
scene did not indicate which of Harmony in F H. A."
atempt to gain
an
interne ion
••
which would protect them through , the unand poi.. shot in a Ferret
w.
f.
•
the 18 persons were alive.
The following officers for the limiting the number of pickets
this summer and would receive the of three.
110* ,
I•
•
The luxurious airliner left Hong next school year were elected.•
or not.
Polio already was prevalent it
final shot next winter, when amnle
Kong for the eight-hour overwater
the area.
President
Mr. Brown said that only calla
Wilma Boyd
supplies
•
of
ESE
the
vaccine
I
P110105
'should
SHOW
THE STEPS In the production Is mixing a synthette
be
• taiga that tarried it past Com1st Vieof the utmost urgency are being
nutrient In the healthy Rhestla
The one fatality agnorrg the von
Barbara Hale
available. • of Salk a acctne for patio, which is being made at tissue
to foster maximum growth of the culture.
munist.tield Hainan Lsland and
2nd Vice
taken. These calls are presumably
einated children occurred in one
Francis Perry
At
top speed, ecnsistent with medical safeguard
Mon
significan
t
in Dr. Francis'
top,
s,
to
right,
are
along the seacoast of Indochina.
bottles
of
killed polio virus after
Secretary
fors such things as tares, slcaknees.
Paula Blalock
11 ditaland. Unsung helpers in the big job of stampLang and complex report was the oratne 33 states in ,which second
numerous tests for strength and contamin
A few hours atter it left it radioTreasurer
etc.
ation:
ing out polio are Rhesus monkeys, like the ones
Ann Falwell
data showing that the vaccine ,is grade pupils were vaccinated and
Center,
right,
the
vaccine
is
given
ed it wag having engine trouble.
additional tests
Hinerian
(top,left) at the blolOgical division of Wyeth
Lovell Parker'
particularly effective - 80 to 90 first ard third grade pupils were I
Labo- for safety and immunizing action by
animal inocun
ratories, Marietta, Pa. Viruses which cause
ATLANTA la
SUP Hale
Appeal: and
per cern - against the paralytic the, "observed- controls.
the lation. At bottom, right, the Salk anti-poli
Sent Distress Signmas
o vaccine
disease are grown artincially on kidneys removed
Parhamenatarian
In 11 states, some chillren were
warnings to end violence 'anise
Lance Miller
or fatal type of polio.
is packaged for use ninety days after
Three Umes the plane sent out
production
from healthy monkeys.-A.technician (bottom,
Recreation Leaders Jaaan'Ciroard
month-long telephone strike in nine
left) was commenced.
Strangely enough, it preyed least vaccinated with the vaccine and
May Dos" Call
a
alnterttationad Soundphotoar
the interGeorgia Wight
scuttuastern states brought peace
effective against the non-paraytic others were vac.:inated with an
bat-tonal distress call for imperiled
Song Leader
on some "fronts" today but there
Catherine Irvan
•
•
type of polio, the lead to-be feared inert substance called placebo.
planed. Then there was silenae.
Among the children in placebo
were new flareups of teruion
among the three types of poles
• The plane's last radioed position
states, there were four fatalities.
several'states.
viruses.
put it over the Molina Island. but
In the 33 observed control states.
While three of four exchanges
However, the statistics here need
it was hours before bobbing lifethat had been closed because of
to be focused asrainst the incidence there wen, 11 deaths from polio
jackets and baggage were sighted.
picket line violence were reopened
figures for the three types of potter among children Whe did not reThere were indications engine
by a "truce" called , in Tennessee.
ceive the Vileell3e. But nacre were
Doug Potts. junior from Paducah. viruses.
trouble aboard the big four-ennew violence, tension or vandalism
Type one virus accounts for 65 no fatalities among those who did
Kentucky, was elected president of
. gine
John Flanley Shelton: eon of
craft . grew
progresaively
-ta By DELOS SMITH
was reported in Astaatama. Missianitrite for Medical Research. pre- the Student Council for the
per cent of all polio case, (type --beyond the single child who
worse' until it burst into flames. Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Shelton, South
coming
United Preen Science Editor
sippi. Florida, and Louisiana
sided at the meeting The program year in recent Student
two virile aiscountsifor 5 per cent, care down after the second
Its fiery fatal plunge was witness- 15th sleet. Murray. conducted the
Councrl,
ANN ARBOR. Mich: ea -- There Mac included Dr. Thomas
Alabama Gov. James E. Fria:Ain
tortIlectinny.
the
-,and
and- tape three accounts for the
M Rivers, elections at Murray State College.
ed by islanders and fishermen choir a( the First Baptist Church appeal
Monday for renewed neaten was little question in the minds director of the Rockefeller Institute
These circumstances demonetrated
remaining 30 per cent.
of 0 aenaboro, Kentucky where he
aboard the 250-ton Taype.
iationa to end the strike "for the of some a00 of the nation's 'top and chairman of the National
A record vote ot 889.ballins were
"From these' data it is not pos- that the viruses already were
The Taype rushed to the area. is Minister of Music, in -The Seven benefit
cast in the elections that selected sible-do select a single
of the peeplea was followed scientists that a report ay Dr. Foundation for
benne any
Infantile
:
Paralysis
value giving incirls.- .17:e :71 !he I•h
Last
Words
It indicated in a radio Teenage%
of Christ" by Dubois, by a session
Student Council officers and class numerical -expression
in which leaders of Thama.s Francis Jr today would triaqIne Advisory Committee,
in
a
complete
recently.
that .gt. leaat tiure vervisent,--weere
20 unions again considered. calling show that Salk polio vaccine was
V.i. in.... safety Emanasiied
The titles of papers to be 'pre-', representatives.
sense to the effectiveness of vaccine.
One soloist for the program was a
picked up.
general sympathy stone in effective.
It .
ila
sented
the report down statisOther officers- elected with Potts as a total experience." Dr Francis
by the scientists treated the
The me-saage win subject to in- Professor Robert Baar, voice in- Birmingham.
tinan
were 1.013 cases of
.
The •cienthists - epidemiologists vaccine- as if there were no question were Bob Holt. junior from :fren- specified.
terpretation and4 could mean three structor at Murray State.
There has been no reported
ton, Tenne.see. vie.' president:
a the 1.829, 916 children
"On thi. basis it may be suggested polio air
and experts in related 'science.' - about its worth.
Shelton has been at the Owens- progreas
others surviv.ei
-in negotiations since the
Mimi Reid. junior from Paducah, that vaccination was 80 to 90 who e
were vaccinated or
were gathered at the Univeraty
boro church about a year and
5e-Page EVSluallon
cammimications Workersatf AmerKentucky. secretary: and Gerald per cent effective against paralytic APIVCCI . ,.! iePhr) or observed chin
one-half He graduated from MurofaMichigan's ornate .RackhanniastrFrancis'
Dr.
report was expected Nelson.
ca CIO called a strike ef 50.000
junior from Paduciih, Ken- poliomyelitis: that it was 60 to 70 tarils
ray State where he received his
tur
all to hear Dr. Francis to tell whether the vaccine was
members against the Southern Bell
as tucky. treasurer.
per cent effective anainat disease
la the placebo. States. 428 eases
deliver his long-ewaited report on 'effective as another
Bachelor of 'Mune Education and Telephon
vaccine which
e Co 29 days ago.
Class representatives elected' to caused by type one virus and of polio develaped among the
haat spring's mass testing of the all but wiped out
Bachelor of Music degrees. He
smallpox. Ws the council were
The 'hrucea in east Tennessee
also
Ann Keller 90 per cent or more effective 140.236 children involved.
vamine on 1..800.000 children,
studied at the American Cnnaervetreport comprised 50 pages of text
enabled the opening of' partially
111
Gandner. junior from Jacksonville. against that of type_jwo and" type
Among the 1.080.680 children who
ory of Music in Chicago: where he
The question ih the Minds of the plus 50 pages of appendice
closed, exchanges at Jellico and
s.
The Frfingham
Illinois
North Carolina, iid Ronnie Nash, _three sinus.
High rat nived his
took part in the - observed contra
scientists was in what degree the .a Smallpox vaccine gives
Master of Music La Follette- and at Middlesbo
immunity
School band compoeed of 75 memro. rnaccine
junior from providence. Kentuctrot. "re estimate would be more sta:es, there were "585 cases.
Degree.
protected childreh.
to about "95 per rent or more of
Ky.. but the action did not effect
bers will be St the Murray Met
senior representatives: John &part- sec re had larger numbers of
For all of the 43 states-, an of
Dne indication that the report those incoluatedn Dr Francis
Mrs J. W. Shelton attended the the still-close
said.
d
exchange
Sohool audairium Wed-a's e sd a y
at Maryram sophomore from' Franklin Cases been avatlable."
the.. 460.000 children who grit the
program given by the choir.
would be favorable was seen by tHe added that a yellow
ville,
Tenn,
fever
night at 7.30. Mr. Everett Crane.
Park, New,Jersey. junior represent.
Children Statistics
vac inc were paralyzed.
many obseryers in the fact that Dr. vaccinn is even ariore
offic i pn t.
- ars
director of the band, is a former
atives Dentin McDanieLa freshman
The 1.829.916 children who parBut there were lt5 paralytic
Jonas E. Salk, who developed the
Dr.
Salk
agreedwith
Dr
Francis'
director of the
from Clinton. Kentucky. and Terry ticipated in last spring's mass cases among the..unvaccinated
Murray
High
.
/*runt, was invited to the speaker's statements and explained
,
that
cera Morrison, freshman arom
School band.
Mt Ver- teting were merely statistics in dren.
platform and his wife, Donna, was
n persons cannot build up antiMr
Crane invites his many
non. Indiana, sophomore represent. today's 'scientific report issued on
The report emphanzed the alaIn the aduience
• bodies against any disease - polio Roves.
friends in Murray to be present
aolute safety of the vaccrne.
The ladies of the Kirkeey Methincluded.
'Other
persons, he said. The officers
MAYFIELD tal —
egy at the program. Admission will
Women's
Salk Reads nepriren •
and representatives
Only 'four-tenths of
per cant
odist Church will hold a bake sale Society
produce vaccine - inspired im.
of Christ i
he free
, invited to read his own
Salk Wa.
Soceity of
:Kill take office May 1 and will
of the vaccinated children ha" res
Saturday. April 16th in front of the Menraphat
munity
with great difficulty,
Conference of the minutely - detailed report. based
serve their term of office through
- actions. which were dee,ribeci :is
the. Belk-Settle Store.
He. ncitcated that this meant his
Methodist Church opened its 15th 091 1111 own testing of his vaccine
next 'year. Representatives of the
,
minor.
vaccine would not be wholly
annual meeting here today. .
In more than 8.000 childre'n and
freshman class will be elected in
Those vitio had so-called "majat"
FRANKFORT alt
VISITORS STAY IN
Three M.tP
About 250 delegates represepting adult:rails-Alm. Pittsburgh area, at effective hut did not deny that he October with the class officers.
candidates for the Ante - Weise reactien. farmed the 'extremely
McELRATH HOME
believed it would prove successful
some . 9.000 members from the the nieeting.
of representatives filed here yes. 'mall Percentage of four ""e"
a large number.of cases.
seven districts of the conference
In the minds of the scientists in
thousandth ti six onenhoinandth
--a.
National Foundation for Infantile tersdaamy
Mr and Mra. L. C. Cox and were in iiit'endan
ce.
attending the meeting, there hasn't ."
Laigest Medical Experiment' , Paranoia and of the.university but
L Green. Morehead, filed of -one -per cent.
children of Col umbi . Missouri.
Mrs Marcus F. Phillips. Jackson. been any doubt of the worth of the
"There are tall people and there the foundation was footing the bill. from the 70th
The report specifani that the
were overnight guests in the home Tenn., president
House Diatrict,
of the group, will vaccine fry over a year. They were are short people." Dr.
Salk said. It organized the 'scientific meeting composed of Rowan and Bath VaeCln”
atrmulatnd
of Mrs. Cairns parents. Dr. and be chairman
of the sessions which convinced by Salk': long and "Ilhat's the way it
is."
the laxly into
for the sole purpose of hearing
prochieng
counties. as a Democrat
high
Mrs Hunts McElrath.
are being held at the Mayfield detailed series of experiments with
Dr. Francis revealed that he Francis report his careful scientific
levels
it
Ities an moat risen.
0. 1, Chumbler. Benton. a DemMethodist Church
monkeys andanati r lumens. Salk's' completed writine his report on
tale evaluation of what was. beyond ocrat, filed from the 6th 'Rouse and these tuaii
persiated
Among, the speakers at the con- experiments showed the vaccine vaccine
K,
an,
-Partly cloudy toonly Sunday afternoon.
doubt, the largest medical exper- Diatrict, composted pf Marsnall arirt : - walks but mod.- it
decline after
The Veterans of Foreign Wars vention are Mrs W. B. Landrum. could, protect
against all three ., His audience for the announce- iment in hiatory.
night and Wednesday with scatter'
'five \months
Lyon counties.
will meet tonight at the Tucket' of Little Rock, Ark., Sallie Lou types of
polio virus types.
ed showers and thanderstortns.
ment was made up of some 500 of
This was ti',, limit of time of
It was held on the 40th anniverJohn Dunsit, IVIcKee, Tiled from
'Building at 7:30. Commander John MacKinnon. of Nashville, and reDr.
Detlea
W.
13ronk.
presideot
Cooler in west Wednesday afterthe nation's top naentists in epi- &try of the death of Franklin D the 713th Hotter District. compmed the atudy and Ostia tic repersarould
.1-Shreat urges all members to be . tired missionary to China. Mary of the
National Academy of Sri- demology and related sciences,
noon. Low tonight 52 to
Rbosevelt, who founded the founda- of Jackson and Owslea c' ntis riot deal with haw lerig the high
present
Culler' White, of -Oxford. Ga.
Vices and of the Rockfeller In- The scientists were guests of the
tirm in 1938.
levels actually last
He is a Republican
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TRE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY.

KENIUCRY

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 1955

prices prevail fur twit about every- J Soviet Union. Assistant instructors
thing except rent. The rule equi- 'start at 1.100 rubles .per month, a
valVnt of our dollar won't buy half senior assotant gets 2,800 per
as much as it will buy in America. month and many of the professors
OLIILISHED By LUDGER & TIIIES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc.
We talked to une girl in the auto get 6.000 nobles :shout $1,500 per
onsuLdatior, of the Murray Leder!, The Cailoway Times, and Tne
plant who was doing a man's work. munth. Those who are voted into
.
Z/Les-Herald. October
January
West
IVA and the
Kentuckian,
She averaged an.nit 1.100 rubbles the 110-membership of the Academy
.L 1141.
per month. Workers all appeared of Science get an additional 6,000
to be in excellent health and well rubles each month. Also some
JAMBS C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISREIt
Ry UNITED PRESS
fed, but most all were dressed 'in professors sic furnished automoWe reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to th, Edit.:
shoddy and poor clothing, according biles, which is considered a kraal
By ROBERT DEN
sc Pu'alic Voice items will& in our opinion are nut for the bee.
to our standard. Working conditions privlege in Moscow.
And
...terest of our readers.
are satisiactors, but proper siifoy I We taliscd to student. frern varW L Pet
MARSHALL FORMBY
are not taken as at ious parts of the Soviet Union.
1 0 1 000
Written For The United Press
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., Lek Wss.ti net ,,n
home •• .•
They, were serios-minded, but pretty
1',. k
00
alereptue Tenn.; 260 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. atichigan
000
On the southwest outskirts of much like college students everyMOSCOW 4P1 — The people of
Ave, Chicago; 80 Bolyston St. Boston.
O 0 000
Moscow have two institutions they Moscow stands the 32-story tower where. They talked and visited in
i's.cago
O 0 000
like to show the few visitors who of the main building of the Uni- the halls. ate ice cream bars and
oUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier ui Murray, per week lac. pe: tioskim
O 0 CIOD
ever get behind the Iron Curtain versity of Ida,cow, built in 1953. candy and are interested in many
noetti 66c, In Calloway and adjoining counties. per year $3.60; els.t- Detroit
O 0 000
j - the Stalin auto works and the There' are 37 buildings in all on kind, of sports. The percentage of
here, $5.60.
Kansas City
00 000
University of Moscow. Both are this •700-acre campus. Living quar- young persons attending a univerBaklavas*
0 1 000
Entered at the Post Ottice. Murray. Kentucky. for transm.saion as
' modern, and the university's build- ters for the students and some sity to the Soviet is so small, that
are new. Soviet officials went faculty -members are on the top university students are considered
Second CLiss Matter
to great pains to show both of, floors of, the large building. There among the very select of the
12
Etaltsnore 5
ITESDAY. APRIL 12, 1955
these to the American editors visit- are Rams for 6.000 students and country.
Only glame scheduled.
apartm.nts for 200 instructors.
Near the university. as well as
ing here.
near-the Stalin auto works, many
About 35.000 persons are employed
Founded In 1766
ADM. ROBERT CARNEY, Chief of
at the Stalin auto works, which
The University of Moscow was new apartment buildings to house
Naval Operations, la shown beDetroit at Kansas city.
it of course, owned by the state. founded in 1766 with its first all kinds of workers are under
fore the Senate military approBoston at Baltimore
Here the workers manufacture Zis buildings on Red Square. Two construction.
priations subcommittee as he
Ledger and Times File
Chee.go at Cleveland
automobiles, a special large car, years ago. the university was moved
flatly denied he ever predicted
April 12, 1950
Wa.stungton at New York
for government officials. Zis trucks. to its present location to make
If you need # temporary play
Chinese Reds would be ready
bicycle's and refrigerators. The Zis mom tor expanded growth. The pen for
a child, take a table, turn
to attack Quemoy and Matsu
is the largest car made in Russia. science buildings, favorite of the it upside
down, and wind A sheet
by April 15.
(intimations!)
-0 The regular meeting of the Murray Lions Club was Detroit
looks
and
like
a
pre-war
Packard.
Soviet,
government,
are near the
at Kansas City
• 1:n i
held last night at the Woman's Club House.
not
bought,
can
be
car
The
if
but
main
building.
Boston at Boltanore
Plans were discussed for a "Womanless Wedding!' Washington at New York
it could it would sell for about
This university, one of 36 through
40,000 rubbles, or about $10,000. out the entire Soviet nation. has
and Talent Show to be given by the Club early in May.
Only games scheduled
according
to our exchange rate an enrollment of 21,500 students.
Parking meters are being installed today on North
The trucks are well built and Men students only slightly out4th •Street as a result of City Council action some time
L
Pet sturdy. The bicycles are lighter number the women. More than
ago authorizing the purchase of additional meters.
Clicago
1 o 1 000 weight than American-made ones, 9,000 students are enrolled in natWord was received here today that Joe M. Ward, New Yorit
0 0
000 and sell for 620 rubles, or. 1155 in ural reience courses At least 97
=on of Mrs. Etta 'Ward of Murray. had received second Brooklyn
0 0
000 US money We never got to see per cent of the students are on a
honors in the Portrait Division of the Watkins Institute al lvvz,ukee
0 0
scholarship, which means the state
000 any of the refrigerators
Second Regional Art Exhibition held in Nashville.
Philadelphia
Many Woman Workers
0 0
is entirely footing the bill for
000
At least 40 per cent of the work- their education It takes five years
The Murray Insurance Agency will sponsor the trip St LOU13
0 0
000
0 0 .000 ers at this factory were women to get a regular degree, as we
- of two local students to Louisville for the third annual P.ttsburgb
and In •ome parts of the huge clasaify college work, because the
meeting of the State Chamber of Commerce on April 20.
plant. we,saw only women working. freshman year at the university J'
The students. Ed Morris. Jr.. Gutherie, and Clara Ch:cago 7
Cincinnati 5
And they were doing heavy work somewhat similar to the sen
Jane Miller. Murray. both attending Murray State ColOnly game scheduled
Most all of the bicycle factory year in high school in Amerit-.• j
lege, will participate in a punel discussion with leading
work Ma13 done by women, rritist ot
are admitted only after
• business men of the commonwealth.
them girls in their late teens and passing
ing aWrhie
ig d et7Perandtiu‘aTtesexani
New York at Philadelphia.
thei
.Dr. and •Mrs. F. E. Crawford are leaving Thursday
women under 30
h
g
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn '
.
Weges are based on piece work. student has his choice of several
for Florida. They will be met in Nashville by a son, Dr. C.ncumati at Milwaukee: •
units rsenpleted during the month. jobs, but once he chooses one, he
l'at Crawford. who is convalescing from a recent illness. St Lowg at Chicago
rather than or. an hourly wage. must take the assignment for three
They will lie out of town for, several days.
Laborers make from 600 to 2.000 years.
New Yerk at Ptdladelphta
rubbles per month, which would be
PrOft/110111 Pay nigh
On:y Game Scheduled
front $IM/ to $500 per month on
Pay ,•1 the instructors and proour exchange But it must be fessors is high in proportion to the
remembered that extremely high salary .4 other workers in the
•1 koW121 -:NICOTIEE
Lt ti• WOULD
St IMES INDUSTISE
.. _______
, i,.
Growing varieties of lower'
,...ne content, a return to the use
01 4odlaod., And the applicetion of
les nnrogen fertiliser wiiiild help
the burley tobacko industry. So
GENE POTTS, Owner
.. is st.ateBI in aI Del leittet tit
.,,e Untveriati of teat cky'6gle
,f Agncultlef.anitorite Edcnom
on -hod. tti pecl
• Ike kirj.d_,..
law lea that 'ir LitacjAnpra je#44. 44,
Much of ; e burley ACM V
.O
.
VII,
is not the
me as Was proad
,ears ago.
ut is "Itkavy-bodled '
•arsh to
high in nicollitie....
out Manufacturers
It
use- as much present-ow
burley as they would like and still
make a cigarette with 2-percent
nicotine- which is the kind
smokers are ;ccuotomed to smoking_It is suggested that one of the
lower-nicoure verities be grown
cn fertile sodlar.d that ha.. been
In cultivated crops several years
Phosphorus and potash should be
applied according to needs shown
in soil testa, but only as much
HENRY BARDENHAGEN, the chief teller who was victimized in
nitrogen as is needed for normal
the $305,000 robbery of the Chase Manhattan bank branch in
growth.
Woodside,
Queens. New York, la shown In his car, the car the robOther suggestions include cultivbers commandeered when they took him prisoner aa be went to it
ating. to a shallow depth topping
from
his
home to drive to work. It was the biggest cash haul in
when three-fourths of the plants
U. S. bank robbery annals.
(international Smoulpholo)
are in bloom. .holding suckering to
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Major League i Russia Is
Sta utilings Proud Of Two
Institutions

I

Carney in Denial

11

Good yeast bread needs plenty
of kneading. Knead until you can
see small bubbles under the sulfate of the dough in You stretch it
gently. Cooking experts say it is
almost Insposstble to over-knead.

4

.-simerican League

MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY
104 Maple St.—Phone 262
TERJAINIX Woild la`'A'S,
cce.,01 orsortisatioo

Yesterday's Games
w..alh:ngton
Today's Games

Five Iears Ago Today

'Nom

SWP
HOUSE PAINT
... Real "life Insurance"
For Your Homo

Tomorrow's Games

•

National League

I

Custom Grinding

Yesterday's Games
Today's Games

rreihmen

Tomorrow's Games

NOTICE

aux

VICTIMIZED

Ge.t your custom grinding done at the
Stella Feed Store. A complete line of
feed and molasses. We also grind and
mix hay and cobs.
Just Added: A complete line of
•
Bulk Garden Seed
Are Dealers for Genuine Pfister
and Broadbent Seed Corn
FERTILIZERS

It pays lobe "choosy", when
you select house paint. The
price difference beta een SIVP
House Paint and ordinary
house paint is less than $.5.00
for the average house yob.
'And years of extra wear make
it one of the wisest economies
you can make! You'll be
money ahead when you discover there is a difference in
house paint!
Fell, Ask for your copy.
of the 44-page Horne Decorator containing full facts on
SWP House Paint .. lots of
decorating ideas too.

By %MIK ROBBERS

hie.

Stella• Feed Store

We can't sell you a car cheaper.
We can't give you more for your car.
We can't give you 5 years to pay.
We can't offer you a year before first pay
ment.
We can't sell you a car for S195 down.

•

•
MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER CO'
107 N. 5th
Phone 323

•

BIT

We can sell you a new Ford.
We can give you a factory warranty.
We can give you service on your car.
We can sell you a car at a fair price.
We can give you two years to pay.
We can insure your payments for you.
Nationally Advertised Quality
Merchandise
Local People Who Aim To Please
For a Fair Deal Everytime
Try—

the minimum, priming to save
valuable leaves, delaying harvesting
until the
tants are ripe. and
managing the barn f,,- rod curing.

—SAIGON POLICE SCHOOL SHOT UP

605 W. Main
Kentucky

Murray
Drive-In

FOR SALE

NITE 7l

•

Your answer depends on what you're adding. Two
apples plus two apples always equals four apples. But
two dollars plus two dollars soon become MORE 'than
four dollars when you put them in your savings account.
The difference (in your favor) is the irtterest that is added, as earned, to your original deposit, and tompounded
regularly. This accumulating interest, combined with
your own systematic savings will steadily add up to that
new home, that college education for your children
.
or whatever else your dreams are m&e of. Start, your
savings program next payday!

A real nice, well constructed two bed room home, located on No.
8th Street. This beautiful home was constructed by Mr. C. M. Cathey,
(deceased) and he was one of our good builders and, took great
pride in budding a home well.
The interior (.! this home is beautifully plastered, (walls and
overhea(l). extra nice • hardwood floors, fully rock wool insulated,
lovely fire place in a lovely living, room, which is 26 feet in lepgth.
• beautiful picture winduw, lovely kitchen, utility room and a 'nice built,
reap porch. This home also has a nice bath room, linen closets and,,
other nice closets.
•
This -nice home is one that will please anyone and. you shnudd investivite it. at,orrre:-* the owner is, Ow ready .to sell and you can
purchase this nice borne al"! real bargain. We can secure for you an
FHA Loan with 10', down payment. fir G.1. Loan with 5!, down-payment.
'

BAUCUM REAL ESTATE AGENCY

•

Retie
mat"T filtu

TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY
"ATOMIC CITY"
with Jean Barry and
Lee Aaker

ecammismommai

PHONE 122.J

G

-c

MURRAY MOTORS,Inc.
Murray

•

A VIETNAM SOLDIER stands guard at the police training school
In Saigon after it was shot tip during rioting against Premier
Ngo Dinh Diem. Religious sects. which control private armies
:sealing about 40.000 troops, upporfe the premier's attempts to
ncorporate their atones into Vietnam 2.xm;',
;:ntsrnaticnciq

BANK OF MURRAY
Deposits Insured Up .1-,;,4,,k 0.060-

dV

•
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e needs plenty
until you can
under the sera you stretch it
:perts say it is
to over-knead.
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Spring

vizormw DINE

prmites
,

AmAG1

Have pee ear checked
by our
Bear Alinement Service. Hend
on's
Service
Station. John
Grogan,
Operator.
111112C

NOTICE

Breezes
Fan Disastrous Fire

WANT

pumping equipment.
All Jobs dame
at moderate prices.
All "work
strictly guaranteed. For
service
call L. Davis, 189, Murr
ay.
A16C

lured by the flames, whic
h broke gave New York
City a wan
out in Ocean County
Sunday after- early morning
temperature lii
neon and swept on to light
night sky over a wide srea. the New Orleans, La. - 64 to 54.
However, a big rain belt w..by UNITED PRESS
The country, much of
Spring breezes have
it covered soaking the southeast from
whipped by brush
npines, was bone diy.
flames which destroyed
The Gulf states to the
the entire state
banned all perrnits for fires p1 and lower Ohiomlekile Missia•14business district of Bowling
valleys.
Green, in wood
lands it controls until rains
Va., and raged thrOugh
brushl
- and can wet down
and
the
timber.
prairies
in four
widely
scattered states.
Spring was meanwhil
e
Its best foot forward in putting OUR OFFICE WILL BE
The dry winds atcom
much of
palned al- the natio
CLOSED ON
n, lit wormed Easter
most perfect spring weatl
her across parades
with temperaitures whic
the northern half out
TI-IrURSDAY
h
the nation broke
records in many cities and
east of the Rockies,
AFTERNOONS UNTIL
But they
spelled trouble for fire
fighters
FURTHER NOTICE
from one end of the
country to
the other.

::PAINT - PAINT PAINT:: FOR RENT:
GARAGE APT.IDEAL
Still thousands of gallo
ns. All for couple.
Available May 1st.
colors. See us before
MOMUMENTS
you buy. South 15. Call
195.
Murray Marble and gi-anite
D. E. Jeffrey or Glinciel
Al4C
works.
Reaves
Builders at fine memorial
s for NOTICE:-: THERE IS NO NEED INVELOYES, ENVELOPES, EN- at Reaves farm on Lynn Grove
FOR
over half century.
RENT
:elopes, up to 10 x
Highway.
. 2 ROOM FURNISHE
Porter White, to guess when its 0 easy to
D
15. Brown
Al4C apt
know
Manager. Phone 121.
207 South 5th. St. Call
A22C that Special Motor Work comes clasp envelopes of any size. If
13213xJ.
you need clasp envel
to Calloway's oltest,
A.18C
opes -call
and only
FOR SALE: TEN BEAU
VERBENA'S
PLANTED
TIFUL
NOW Auto Machine Shop where special at the Ledger and Times office
high
will give you a long seaso
bred
suppl
y
stock
work
depa
calve
is
rtme
s.
by the owner personelly.
nt
All sired
n of
Perfect fee.
by registered I:amino
centimous beauty. Shupe Nurse
bull. 20c
ries, Truman Turner's Shop. Colchiater. mailing.
The brush and prairie
fires flared
a lb. See Raymond
Sectalia, KY.
Crawnord,
Al2C
up in New Jersey, Calif
M7C
ornia, North
one'mile &Girth of old Gibb
MAL
E
HELP
WANTED:-: SINGLE Dakota and
s
atom
NO'IlDE: FOR SAFER DRIV
- NOTICE Wisconsin. the worst
of ph. 1031 after 5:00
ING SEPTIC TANKS SERV
p.m. Al4C man free to travel. All the leads was in New
ICE. PUM- An auction sale will be hell
more tire mileage, better steer
Jersey, where shifting
you can use, Phone 530-J
ing, ped and cleaned
at
between winds tanned 50 fires
with up to date the home of the late
which ate
9:00 & 1200 a.m. for
Mrs. May
interview.
through 37,072 acre..
Armstrorg. 1 mile west
of South SALE OR RENT: 6 ROOM COTA 18P
Pleasant Grove Church,
3.''w" to Ysetrdy's Psmzli
The flames struck most
on April tage, bath, al.-shed garage. Larg
dramate
16 at 1:00 oclock.
ically at Bowling Gree
shady lot: West Main
Kitch
en
ACROSS
n as they
and
at
18th.
0-Things, in law
ROO GI Ot4 WU.
St.,
house
hold
destr
articl
oyed
]
es
an estimated 19 build
will be sold $50. Contact occupant now.
is-A continent
Vari3
1-School et
See
11
10 PINE4M
including a Philoo refri
iabbr.1
ings in the snail Virgi
Q.
•
whales
r p
gerator and owner at place Apr. 25 to 30.
nia town.
40-Fondle
El
MO
4-Drnude
elect
ric
stove
The
.
42-Knock
wind-fanned fire wiped out
S-Notre
AlSP
Al8C WANTED :-: TO BUY 50" to 56" a two
44-Stick fast In
12-Momsmmedas
-block area on both sides
mud
circle saw for right
MONUMENTS SOLID
of
title
-hea
ded
45-%% inter vehicle
mill. U. S. Highway 301
GRANTTX FOR:
13-Pertaining to
R. H. Crouse, Murr
before it was
411- Ex lilted
large selection styles,
SALE: KUDZU CROWNS
ay Rt.2, call brought under
tides
sizes.
Call
90
-The
•ss
**Coo
contr
p
949114
ol
14-Defere
Company shipped more
Sunday
85. • See at Calloway
61 -Recen t
than is
lrp night. There were
Monument
16-Cla!waled
63-Pastime
._
no in}uries, but
needed. Will sell at reduc
A UR
works. Vester Orr, owne
17-Had short
ed
66-Buy back
r.
rate
the
West
blaze
M
left
M90
Weep
Bowling Green's 600
rather than soy return
Main St. Near College.
63-Corn. back
freight. No
IS-heavy voltin3es
.10
residents without water
N130C
mrtall
or electricwaiting. In :own now. Sell
21-In addition
HOW TO PRESS SEA
MILIM GIODP 11110
62-Wall tapestry
MS
from
ity today. All highway
52-Allowance foe
TO keep seams from
64-N ern r Iv. vote
10 to .10,000. Ph. l868patrolmen
00/1
1
wa,t•
OMI
DO
W.
OMM
maki
ng
A10
SS
in
1
-1Iody
the
1 ewe of
vicinity were ordered
24-nilow ocher
an impression on the
into
healing
right side Use town.
211 -Apothecary'.
66-Corn ynonwearth
EVERGREENS AND ORNAME
of the fabric when
1-Weasel -like
oaten
NT
you
:
GIpress
Fema
le thee.
The town's well went dry at
Cs-Renov•t•
mammal
els of superior quality,
the
AUCTION SALE, *Friday,
4-Sralk
at prein- them open, here's a simple little height
21-Soft tcod
April, Dation price
of the blaze and firem
DOWN
6- Rise and tall
33-5,,avat
s. Plant now and save trick: cut two pieces of
15th. 10 00 a. m., rain
en
tissue had to pump water
or -shine at In time
34- Hely. es -north
qf ocean (pi.)
1 -Aeriform fluid
paper
from a milland money. Shupe Nurin 12" lenghts about
hate Jim Erwin home, 1 mile
ii-Road abbr.)
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5-Time saris by
3"
poqd
North series. Sedal
a
mile
I-Scotch tor
away
.
wide and slip them
ia, Ky,
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between the
"John
ay. We
Hundreds of volunteers
seam and the fabric
3-It•ai estate
were
think more antiques and
on eether balled out to
useful FOR SALE: YELLOW CORN- side
map
fight the New Jersey
of the stitching on the
item will be sold then
11-EArei trom
wron
at
g
appr
fires
any
oxma
and
tely
one!
New
75
or 80 bushel's. Side. Then just
Brunswiek residents
country
sale. 6 feather beds, -15 Orpress. sliding the had to
10-Anger
20 quilts, Tel. 849-W. D. B. Henry,
wet down their homes
Alm°, paper along under the iron.
1 -Stan'.
when
bedsteads, electric washi
Sligh
tRoute
ng
.
heavi
in.ac
ly
hme
nick name
wooded areas nearby
ADD ly wider pieces of tissue
chairs, table. dishes, other
_
IS -Carried
paper
flare
stems.
d up.
work v..al!
12-Seed .ontatner
Nothing will be sold befsr
:"•.-•' facings.
2.3 Drink alum ly
At least ti/1:'ce persons
e sale. FOR SALE: GOOD UPRIGelT
23 is
,7-2,
were inwa.l piano, cheap. Addre
22 -8na ree
Will sell rubber de steel
15 :Z24
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.r.
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2
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plant
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so
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& small
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Pols.
inter
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43-1).,ce
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e:
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/
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FLOOR SANcleanerd
45-AA1ust
and hay baler
Georgee. Edgers and Polishers. Call
41-River In Wale.
3
St/
Shoe
49 -Sprout
maker, auctioneer
.300, Murray Home &
Auto. Allic
62- flattens.
---••••••
55 54,
5
14-1Lac•e rt-ia.
59 40
gtin 'a m1re
/*/
ss-si•di
62
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FOR RENT: NEW FLO
OR SAN17-am a 11
g
dels,„ Edgers and Polas
•7
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1300,
1130Y
HYBR
Murr
ay Home & 'Auto. Al*
ID .TONIATOE
--Brood of
....•••••111•••••••Y 0
II. a MS.Papaw. 1.0.••••
plants now ready. Shope Nurseries,
is
U-S r.si• iabtme)
Sedalia, Ky.
Ajw, FOR RENT: 4
ROOM APT. NOW
. vacant Call 1374-J.
A13P

LUMBER
ANY
-Phone 262

HELP WANTED

VIINT

Back on tier feit

Wilson Insurance &
Real Estate Agency

August F. Wilson, Agent
303 Main Street

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Insurarce"

[ANTED to BUY

-Jerrie

PM minim*

Suiter Teirmite
Control Company

rn

Tmau

For

Auction Sale

"when
paint. The
eteeen SWP
id ordinary
is than 8503
house gib.
a weal' make
et economies
!You1 be
hen you die.
difference in

r., ,z .„

your copy
Ica* Decorafull facts on
int .. lots of
I too.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

)

.

FREE Inspection

CALL 1395 COLLECT
Mayfield, Ky.

- Licensed and Insured -

RUST PHOTO of actress Pier
Angel sines her return from
more than a month of confinement In Palm Sprtngs, Calif.,
hospital shows her in front Mt
borne with husband Vic Damona She was Injured on a
Eight to the desert resort She
will discard the crutches in a
few week& And In the fall
Culdel the stork. (intirnationali

For Your Ford
USE GENUINE
FORD PARTS

MURRAY MOTORS
Inc.
405 W. Main
Murray,

Kentucky

No.

PAINT &
,PER CO'

Tell Her

q. 5th
e 323

Carnegilat*Deft &ay

DietrIbriel

.R..pER4c,fet;

Plineral IlYb333486

CHAPTER l'eeraoss 3-be.
v
where you are. Duet move.
Walt.
MRS. CA Stlff.RL I' had gone
**How did you get here? seu
I She closed the window alto memhome
went away."
tor good, which left. Susan
S.
ea it In the bed Regina stirred
alone in the Douse with Regi
'We went away, but we came
na I She moaned in net sleep Nor
pc back. We had tc be caref
She nad had plenty ot offer
ul. Th•
s at pnune mode hay She would
hear Inspector Is with your sister
companionship from Edith
, miss.
and it and wake up Susan switched
of/ I think se% want tiu see
Frederick, from Barry and
Amy the lamp above her chair,
you.went out
P.edgate. The doctor was still conSire
n
was
unste
ady
on her feet
Unto the hail. and closed Ut•
door Tudhunter helped her up the
tined
cellist
behind her. There. wasn't oven
a stairs, through the therhen and
Todhunter came at around 930
tir
key
.
She started down the the back
Monday night. Barry Lotting was
stair' to Regina's room
stairs, fighting for eteadmena.
with Susan.
knock
:le
ed.
The little detective
She didn't dare 'witch on a light.
had just gone when Jim Andrus arMcKee opened the door. Ile took
She hurried to the pantry, felt
for a look at Susan. -Sorry we had
iivcd -111, Letting Hello, Susan,
to
the phone, knocking over some
- let it happen to you. Atias Dwig
how is Regina tonight?"
ht,"
thing Yeepewter pitcher. It clank
- he said in a low voice, -but
Susan said, Not too had, Jim.
it was
ed to the floor. She found
the the only way."
She ate some supper,- 111 see if
phone, picked it up-and knew
inthe s awake"
She brushed that aside. Regi
stantly.
na
was safe, which was all that
Regina was awake, and Andrus
matThe telephone was dead.went in and Susan closed the door.
tered.
Had Henry Trout put It out
of
Harry was gone and Susan was in
McKee had succeeded at last in
commission? She had to get
help getUng Regina Pelham to
the hall when Andrus carne down tell what
Henry was at the front, waiting
for she had been concealing, but
steles.
only
her to open the door there It she
when ne mentioned Monica Davie
Andrus said, "I'm going away. I went
s'
out through the Dark door
name, and Said that he had tall•ed
won't see you again for some and
ran across the lawn to the
to Miss Davies over the phone
time."
Besseriys--they were neare
and
i than that she advised telling
"Why are you going away?"
the truth.
Edith and Frederick . . . As
soon
.
Sitting rigid In shadow, Susa
h
Andrus looked at her thought- as
she
n
reach
ed the edge of the iawn listened.
G *ir ' ly. Then ms face changed.
He she would start screaming
and the
:,
k two quick steps and she was Besserlys
Roger wasn't Regina's son.
would hear and would
He
ui his arm% lie pulled her close Come
was the son of Tobe and Hal Dav.
and kissed her, put ner from him.
ies.
He
ass • premature baby.
She went out the back door
and They nedn't
said, looking Into her face, 'This" start
expected him to be
ed to run.
She hadn't gone
Is why.- pulled her close and kiesed more
born
for
anoth
er two months, and
than a yard or two when
her again.
Tobe, Monica, Hal and Regi
something soft and Huck
na
WPs
lie abruptly released her.
were et the Davies' lodge in the
tie thrown over her head and
she was Rockies
picked up his hat, and ealked to- caug
north
of
Denve
ht and held
r.
Regi
na
Shoestruggied
ward the door. There was mist in madly
to disentangle herself from had already left Henry. The lodge
front of Susan a .yes.
was isolated and they couldn't get
When It suffocating folds of some
heavy a doeto
cilared Andrus was gone.
r In time. Monica delivered
material The touch of a
fumbl
ing the baby.
0 Al 10 Frederick called and Re- hand-she
She had had nursing
opened her mouth
to training.
gina assured him she iitir fine. At scream. Cloth
was
thrhs
t
into
It.
10.15 she took ner pills, the @Oda- She was
Tone Davies had begun tu act
carried a Short distance
, Uwe Parr had left. they would take and put
down on something hard queerly five or six months before
at least bait an hour to work. The and cold
and given • shove She the baby was born. Immediately
phOne on the ned-tahle rang again. fell, rolling
over and over down the after his birth she went violently
It was Dave Recigate. They talked outside
cellar steps. Above her a insane.
. for fi couple of minutes.
Regina door closed And a
Hal Davies had known what 'he
padlocked
eaj she was being very obedient, snapped.
was doing whey+ he married Tobe.
eying In bed and getting a good
Susan wasn't hurt. She
was tree lie knew there was a danger, and
rest.
of the coat in a twinkling,
stagger- disregarded It. lie Was convinced
She hung up and SueAri switched ed erect in blackness.
That tumb- that It was Tobea fear of going
hh „lithe extension oft and sat down ling tuuid -she put
her own nand insancrthat bmiight on her mental
110nd picked up a nook. Regina Was In her popeet. The
W
key to the bi.ck collapse. He had to bear it for
Soundly asleep before a quarter to door was gone. Regina was
alone hen but he couldn't bear it for his
IL
in the house with Henry
son, felt that if the child could be
Trout
Susan waited a couple of minThe door at the foot of the
steps brought up without fear he would
Intel. then got Op noteelessly, drew leading into the cellar
was locked, be safe. Li, wi,a then that the plan
a fresh glass of water in the bath. the door at the top, down
which was hataed.
room, put It on the night table, she used to slide, was
padlocked ...
Tobe and Hal Davies were
gerpched off the bed lamp and went She screamed until
her throat was two people Regina
loved best the"
and opened the wtndow.
raw, went on screrunIng
in
She bat- the world. Her own marri
age had
sharp object struck her wrist
'tered with bleeding fists on both gone on the
rocks and she had no
tngly. It was a tiny piece of doors. and pounded She
was mak- one to consider. When
a doctor
ersv, I More gravel pattered on ing suchI a racket
herselt that she who was a perfect stran
ger finally
Susan leaned out.
didn't near the footsteps,
or the reached the lodge. he found
is It?" she called in a shot. She had given
a
up Morn en• young mother-Regina-a
child
tardy and was leaning again
st
the
who
had
been
born
three
A
weeks
ittrter cnine back.
door into the cellar sobbi
ng when earlier, and the beautiful wife
Ti
of
you. Susan? It. Henry. the door gave and she
almost fell Hai Davies, Insane. Ile signe
d,the
Is Rt na there?"
"Easy, Miss.' Your sisters
birth
certi
ficate without question,
all
Si!,
stood very still. Behind right"
and Roger Davies became Roger
her ti)o in was no sound.
Itegtna
It was TodMinter. Toe
Pelh
am.
McKe
e interrupted there.
lights
hadirt waked. Henry Trout down were on in
the cellar. Their bright- "But I should think that an
there outside the noose . . .'Henry ness
examdazzled Susan She wiped dust ination would have snowed."
Trod, win; had killed twice . . . and Cobw
ebs from her face and
Regina shook her head. "Hal arAnd the police were gone. And she hair.
'You caught him before he range
d It all. The doctor did not
and Regina were alone . .. There got to Regin
a, before--"
examine me. There was no need
as Orly one thing to do - stall
"Yes, miss. Mrs. Pelham didn'
t to. I was tine. It was Tobe who
ertry and phone the police.
even know what was going
on." took his attention-and Hal exShe tefined (arther Out, rpoke Todh
unter picked up Trout', polo plained
that Tolle had lost is baby
very softly.
•
coat. It was dirty and tramp
led. q int r h earlier."
"Sash. 111
;7:ay Ho Clove. It cut,
(To lie reatintt^,7,1

FOR RENT: VERY
NICE BABEapt. for rent. Nice arid
cool
aurninee. $30.00 eno. CaU
8q2.
See at 10$ S. 10th.

...e.

Above, Stanley Baker ,
...ger Rogers
with one of the many expensive gift
s in the suspense
film, "Twist of Fate," which open
s Thursday at the
Varsity Theatre.

Signed:
J. D. (Papa) Dill, Hazel, Ky.

NANCY

Bp Ernie Austunille3
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/MAI WTINT THING
ONEARTH, TO LIZ
ABNER,/5 WI/UT'
TH BOYS AT TH'
STAALE THINKS.
0'II/Min

By Al Capp

DRUMER 1)/E TIMM HAV
E THEM
Fwvo ourPie-X Au/yr
E
.
7

PUSSONALLY, AKTHINKS
THEY'S A bUNCH 0'
APES- UTAH GOT
TA'

-5051-RESPECK MAH
FUTLJR

LATE SONS

WISHES-

°
O
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,

t
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All

ABBSE ad SLATS

/11111111111111111111111111111
I STILL THINK YOU OUGHT TO
HAVE YOUR HEAD EXAMINED FOR
TRYING TO SASHAY AROUND WM-4
THAT SLUG IN YOUR SMOULDER?

err

'
IT WASN'T AS IF YOU COMMITTED I
A SERIOUS CRIME OR SOMETHING
YOU'RE A SICK KID WHO'S
GOT TO SW/PE LITTLE THINGS.
THEY'D UNDERSTAND .'

STILL NO CLUES TO THE
MYSTERIOUS COUPLE WHO
HELD UP THE ARMORED TRUCK
AND FLED WITH
A $ 100,000 PAY•
ROLL . THE POLICE
OF THREE STATES
HAVE BEEN
ALERTED.'

By 1Raeburn Van Surer)

TURN OFF THAT RADIO!!
HOW MANV TIMES DO I HAVE
TO WARN YOU, YOUNG MAN,THAT
I CANNOT TOLERATE THOS4111

LURID DESCRIPTIONS OF
CRIMES

-411

,
•

.

sit to my credit
in the "Dees Bank of Hazel",
Hazel, Ky., and
same wilt remain on deposit, !sub
ject to the payment of this reward, foins-peciod
from April 10th 1955 re Oct. 10thof six months,
1955,

POR REV,"'FURN
ISHED 3 ROOM
apt we% Mull. Ph. 746-11
ateP
FOR RENT: 5 ROO
M Hour*,
hardwdod fluor.
electric
heat.
*Er eo:lege. Write
Joe Carter,
Rdute 4. Paducah. Ky.
A14P

REWARD

,
I will pay $200.00 Cash Tor
the arrest and conviction of the person or
persons, who broke into my
place of business on
Main Street, City of Haze
l,
Ky., the night of April 10th
1955
I hasA the $200.00 cash on depo .

••••

•

Melo

se•

<
4

I

•

•

•
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Kamer is the . former Dorothy
Shelton, •who will also visit relatives in the. city.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Bishop and
• • • •
LINCOLN, Nob. — IP —Shaking daughter, Joan.
of Colorado Springs,
scatter:rugs to clean them is not Colorado are visiting
SYRUP POURING
Mr. and Mrs.
good for the rug or the housewife. Haider Bathe)
, of Murray. They
Before putting syrup or molasses
Leopold. extension have been here
says Clara
for about one
into 'a measuring cup, dip the
}aerie management specialist at the --week and expect to' leave
the cup in flour— which
will leave a
University of Nebraska.
ehd of this week.
Mating —letting the molasses pour
Miss Leopold said
the
rugs
• • • •
readily and without waste.
„should be cleaned with a vacuum
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Karsner
The Woodman Circle, Grove 126.
Tuesday. April It
cleaner. "the efficient, thorough, and Mr. and Mrs. George Karsner
Have
you
found
that,
your
new
Circles of the WaIS of the First wall meet at the Woman's Club
CHICAGO — l — Watch your
slim skarlasa cup in back aftei a simple method."
are vacationing for a few days
Baptist Church will meet at two- House at 7:30
step in spring housecleaning.
few 'wear: a' You can easly
• • • •
thirtNy o'clock as follows: I with
The specialist also urges a daily at Kentucky Lake. Mrs. Ralph
The gienteet nunwier of acci- Mn.. Earl Miller. II with Mrs.
The Wesleyan Circle of the prevent taas by lining their with cleaning of bare floors with the
dents occur in the home, many ut Bernie Miller, III with Mrs. Mavis WSCS of the Firaa
Methodist woven" or non-'woven interfacings. vacuum. "No matter what the flTr
Lovely
them during the s-piang cleaning Morris, and IV with Mrs. E C. Church will meet at the home In both cased use the same pattern or fleer surface," she said. "each
SPACE KELLY
sessions. Bankers Life arid Casual- Parker,
of Mrs. Ed Griffin, 1112 Elm, at pieces to cut your anlerfating as and every one collect! dust."
new
And
in
a
you used tor your skirt ce dress,
• • • •
ty Co. suggests these safeguards:
seven-thirty o'cloor.
Miss Leopold" said housewives
NEW YORK — le --- Pink -and
el PIA -citqw!
1111.
,
eliminate
allowance.
but
• • • •
the
hem
Use a ladder or strong chair
The Foundation Sunday School
should use all the tools and attach- blue no longer are the favorite
Non-woven
interfacing
should
when wagong walls arid ce:Iir.ga Class of the First Baptist Church
The East Side Homemakers Club
ments for the vacuum.
nuisery colors.
Its only one step from balancing will meet at the home of Mrs. will meet with Mrs. Arlo Sprun- be basted to the wrong side of
-They can do you -- anij. your
A survey ng a inanwacturer of
your
front
and
ba.k
fabric
pieces.
on a stack of books piled on . a Wittier. Crago
seven - thirty ger at one-thirty o'clock.
house - a wcrld of gaticta she said. children's products Shows mint
Tpen
handle
them as though the
• • • •
table to a bed in the haspital.
otlock.
and maize are the most popular
• • • •
and
interfacing
Partaulaily hazardous are atac
The mission circle of the Five garment piece
shades, with white running a close
FABRICS SING
to cellar trips. Make sure that
Murray Branch of the AAL'W Point Baptist Mission will meet at were a single piece of faboc,
(lard. And solid shades are losing
stair will meet in the acienae buildIng the home of Mrs. Lou Ellfra Dun- stitching seams in the usual way.
and
lighting is adequate
Gay
and bright designs are the out to such novelties as printed
Trim the interfacing aa close to
handrails are strong. Don't put of Murray State College at semen- can at three o'clock..
materials—floral. polka dot or inthe seam a possible and "preas rule this apring. Flora's are stresthrow rugs at the heall or foot of thirty o'clock.
sed along with geometries and fant designs.
open.
• • • •
• saars. and paint the bottom cellar
The manufacturer
also found
stripes in the more casual weaves.
Friday. April 15
.:ep white
will hold Its regular meeting at
ge.4 STIREOPHONK SOUND/
For fabric interfacing. seam your S,ribbie and finger painting de- that the average spent on layettes
The
West
Hazel
Homemakers
the Masonic Ball at seven-fir.een
garrnent pieces together first. in gaols and jai-qua:11 weaves, in- is $50, that almost 60 per cent of
When waxing floors, rub _the
Club
will
meet
with
Mrs.
Con
o'clock. An initiation will be held.
the usualisoy Interfacing pieces spired by the Far East. join with all purchases Lor children are
coat tanaughly to minirMze
one o'clock.
Pottertown
Homemakers afilstead at •
The
are then lapped and catch-stitched impoasionietic designs for dieseier bought as gifts, and that leas than
• • •
ping Tack a curled patch of linoClub will meet with Mrs. W A.
leum flat, and wax up sp.aed
The New Concord Homemakers together Slip-stinti or baste your fabrics. Nylons, silks, acetates and five per cent of the purchases are
Lackl, Jr.. at one o'clock.
immnediately, Put
away
grease
a Club will meet wah Mrs. L C. interfacing to your garment along rayons in these gay designs are made by men.
• • • ••
the seams, wrung odes face to just right to wear now under
mops, brooms. toys, and other
Bailey at one-thirty o'clo.sic.
The Executive Board of the
'4
face.
• • • •
coats, later alone.
trippers. And keep the yard clear
of broken glass. nail - studded United Church Women will meet
The North Murray Homemakers
boards, garden tools and other at the home of &fits N. P. Hut- Stub will meet with Mrs. Preston
son. Main Street, at two-thirty Boyd
harp itraplements.
at one-thirty o'clock.
. a
o'clock. •
• • • • '

WOMEN'S PAGE

Club News"Activities
Weddings Locals

Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4-0 or I i50-W

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Watch For Hazards
In Suing Cleaning

Use Vacuum On
Floors And Rugs

Personals

In thefashion
pcoTif. Gifr

Keep Your Skirts .
From -"Sitting Out"

N r0110rAkraallp
,
0
Mint And
Top
Colors For Nursery

Stewart GRANGER
Grace KELLY
Paul DOUGLAS

OUT

Awl
"
VOIN
COLOR
4-stri0ohn ERICSON

95 Drive-In
THEATRE

FffilLY

Thurman Furniture

The Altar Society of St Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at the
TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY home. of Mrs. Grover James at
seven-thirty o'clock.
"FLAME AND THE
• • • •
FLESH'
ThatagaY.
APril It • •
In TEA Halt tit ost
'NEW YORK i
-- A record
The South Murray Hernernakers
starring Lana Turner, Pier
sai of 2 million persons joined
Club' will meet with Mrs. E C.
Angeli and Carlos
thme traditional
Easter Parade SunJones at one-thirty o'clock.
day to see and be seen on sunThompson
• • • •
drenched Fifth Avenue
•
Thursday. April 14
The crowd jammed Fifth Avenue
elbow-crushing ma,
* in a
'0-bInck area around St Patrick's
Cathedral and overflowed into
Madison, Park and Sixth avenues
net into Central Park
Don't let these Discount Offers
&mar/1y dressed
women confool yes. For your graduation
fnended the fashion world by
corsages t.prder from —
•a-earing mostly small hats It was
surprise to milliner's who predieted larger hats this season

4

You're in the fashion spotlight when
you stop out in 11000 Sun•steps . .
gay, colorful, young casuals In the
season's smartest Wet. Delightful.
ly cool, comfortable and washable.
Come see them todayl

9x12 Ft. Wide, Cut any length
40 Patterns To Choose From

Two Million
in Laster
parade

shoe starts 6.45

Utt-StePS

Linoleum Headquarters

ON TOP OF THE HEAP'

Wednesday, April 13
The Harris drove Homemakers
Club well meet %sal' Mrs. Ea
Solanseton at one-tautly o'clock.
• • • •

52.98
Navy
itcd

SHOE
STORE

amemcommosmom
•

•

6-Passenger Big! Tops in Resale!
See Rambler at Your Nash Dealer's

GRADUATES!

Shirley Florist

•

and be satisfied.

500 N. 4th

The men meowed a preferernee
A 11.11111UNO Antbaap !Idea' WILT'S UK well-wishers on arriving back
for Hemburga instead of tophats.
at the foreign olikse t Landsat after calling at Buckingham palace
The temperature was 73 degrees.
vr,,t,t4
,pit0t01
to receive the seal as prime mtnist r
the warmest else of the year.
-The va,rt ernwd seemed cnntent
to bask in the warm sun with no
incidents marrmg the Christian
anniversary 'of the resurrection of
iChrist
Churches lam -Parked
I Only a few exhibitionists. Sr 'peered. reflecting the pubiri
,
,
lapproval against publicity nr cam- ,
enerrialiarn.
About 10.000 Demons worshipped i
Sewing
,In mid-town Manhattan's tam'.
vicinity.
ehurchea and more than 5.000 mo•
were turned away because there,
was not room for them iroide
Francis Cardinal Spellman, arc
bishop of New York. officiated a
a two hour pontifical mass at St.
Patrick's Cathedral Admission was
by ticket only Many Thousands
more crowded around the church
to hear. the iervices over loudspeakers. •
Across the 'nation, millions of
Americans attended chureh services and celebrated the arrival of
spring with tradition,
' walks in
Easter finery ar.d holiday dinners.
Sums Skies Prevail
Skies were fair except for drizzling rain from Western Texas to
Georgia and Kentucky and some
I,.
ow in the Pacific Norttrarst.
preaidensaansenhewer went to
MARRIED AT 14 and parents at 15 Is the story of Howard and
church at National Treehyterian
Pat Phillips. shown admiring their offrpring in Los Angeles. It's
reh. The First Lady did not
a girl Robin Lee, 'evert pounds. one otnce. Howard and Pat
attend: she is. recuperating from
were grammar and high school sweethearts till they quit to wed.
Due to California law, they couldn't marry at 14, so Pat's parents
an illness at their Gettysburg, Pa.,
went with them to Yuma, Ariz, for the wedding Now Pat's mother
farmhouse.
(Internal:mull .tir,,I.1!, h0t0)
is • grancimealer at 32.
, In Chicago, high' temperatures
'1111" 2.1:Ir Weft
apparently lured city dwellers into
Dee.•••41 letalle•
a co-tintry for the holiday Comshoo ea4 swot
the—
,
totes Wm.
paratively few periona promenadsgd _
on Michigan Avenue
A small turnotn of about 2.000
persons disagpointed sponsors of an
Easter aerviiqs atoa-Bald Mountain
at •Alto -Paw. Ill
But huge crowds attended other
traditional outdoor services
About 20.000 persons attended
Divide sunrise devotions eipa.ft. Davidenn
in San F_rancisen A crowa of 14.000
went to lied Reeks' Amnhitheater
near Denver and 22.000 others
braved freezing temoeratures to
worship--at Pike'
,Peak near Colorado Springs At Miami. 40.000
d.4.S4 kody sty*
heard a 500-voice choir at Easter
Sec.
him; WW1 .0.1
dsy.n.
become
giegyileg

Phone 188

WED AT 14, PARENTS AT 15

NOTICE
WANTED! Man to represent Singer
Machine Company for

Murray and

For interview apply in person to —

l

I'm pay America's *west prices for a Rambler 1 ou.
get easiest handling ... the "shamp" of the Mobilgas
conoms Run in milcs per gallon (6.67 MPG over
average low-price car entered)...6-passenger comfort
—and resale value 9% above lowfirce field avenge,
according to leading business magazine. DriLe it!

America's Smartest Car for Town and Travel

PARKER MOTORS, 7th at Main St. — Murray 373

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Mayfield, Kentucky
By 9:00 a.m. Any

Morning

137

A NEW "ROCKET'
OLDSMOBILE!
Yeer Voir* 0•1.0,,cis wee. &ate ri4
gliew17 le

sad

ceeee.ei•et
Chet., ewe wee twee we 0111.111tilierviitat.
price. *object

drew

OLDSMOBILE

Unlined Suits

Values to $95.00

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
Murray, Ky.
Mayfield, Ky

Evergreens, Shrubs
and A7aleas
- Large Stock —

$2800 to $6500

Values to 924.95

$1300 to $1600

Telephone 96

ONE GROUP DRESSES
—

Values

SPRING

Shorty and Long Coats

Stint,

"
The Best For Len"

HATS

Values to $59.95

Values to $16.95

$2400 to $38°°

In Black, Navy, Colors

HALF PRICE

SLIPS

$200 __ $300

$400

BRASSIERES
'iILLIIR

to $39.95

$1.200 to $20

All Wool Coats

Values
15th at Poplar — Call 479

es

Discontinued Styles in Nationally
Advertised Brands

$111 YOUR NEAREST OLDSMOBILE DEALER

Telephone 833

All 4001 Suits

PATTY, THIS IS MR. NIXON

THAT'S ALL IT
COSTS TO OWN

•Monal

Rayon

VICE PRESIDENT Iticharu Nixon snakes hands with Seeing-Eye dog
Patty as Patty's mistress, blind Norma Farrar of Winchester.
Maas. introduces them In the national 'Capital. Nixon waa holding
open house in his office just off the Senate (loot. It was the first
time a vice president ever held an open house of such magnitude.
(fisternatsoderSountinanroi
He allbok areesUrnated 1,000 hands,

to $4.00 — Discontinued Styles
All Sizes But Not Every Style

siv"
„Chop

.11

•

o y Fif 0 g 0 - co fly

FADED—Co ey FArse0

